[Indications for the use of a wound adhesive in pneumothorax treatment].
With the aim to improve the results of treatment of pneumothorax, experience has been gathered using tissue glues (Akutol-Spofa, Ankerplast-Spray). Using these preparations, it is possible to tighten small defects and porous regions of the pleura, and to induce circumscribed obliterations of the pleural fissure. The technique is simple (intubation, thoracoscopy, circumscribed application of glue to visceral pleura, insufflation of the lung, drainage of the thorax, permanent suction if necessary). The method is used only, if spontaneous resolution of pneumothorax is failing. Using this method, the relapse rate is significantly reduced as compared with the results of pure drainage with suction. Late results of pulmonary function are good.